
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brown is better it seems. That’s what you have looked at this week in North Carolina as the television has broadcast 
pictures from the venerable Pinehurst No 2 course during the US Open. The trend however is not a brand new one; 
many of us should remember how Pebble Beach looked a little crisp in the most recent US Open it hosted. The benefits 
from a playability standpoint however seem to well received. Further run on the ball of the drives, lower labor costs 
from hand watering and reductions in time spent on the golf course during heavy play periods. While no expense has 
been spared for the event, cutting the irrigation system down to a single row and dropping water use to far below what 
many of managers could imagine which if paying for water would mean a huge cost saving. It may influence courses to 
start to cut water use going forward but it is going to require superintendents to put a lot of trust in their staff and 
equipment.  

The heat has really turned up this week with temperatures finally pushing into the high 80’s and of course bringing soil 
temperatures with it. Hopefully some moderation of the trend will occur as we don’t want to turn it into an oven in mid 
June already. From the perspective of May, overall conditions turned out to be a little cooler than normal and certainly 
wetter than average. The data sets from the southern part of the city were warmer on average by 2-3 °F while rainfall 
was somewhat less consistent farther south though volumes were similar for the month which was approx. 1.5” above 
average. 

As the senior PGA tour returns to Chicago and the US Open wraps up, it sure feels like has arrived – let’s hope it’s a good 
one! Finally – for the fathers out there – enjoy the day. 

Climate: 

 
Figure 1. High and Low air temperatures and 2” soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL June 2014 (A 

Southwest Chicago suburb) 
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Temperatures have been a little bit more up and down this week though the soil temperatures have cooled down at the 
golf house to below 70°F which will help the new roots sustain further growth for another while. Low temperatures did 
creep up somewhat and so that may have impacted dew points which also crept up (Figure 1). 
 
Precipitation was the dominant part of our weather this week as yet again another soaking, particularly in the northern 
suburbs over a 12 hour period meant the soil profile wet thoroughly and softened playing surfaces for many. As much as 
3” was reported over the period in many locations to the north, while the golf house and locations a little further south 
received in a region of half of that precipitation with approx. 1.3” recorded (Figure 2). This coming week has some 90°F 
conditions and lows above 70°F predicted particularly inland along with moisture, therefore it is a week to really make 
sure that you are on top of pythium and keep an eye out for some other colorful disease probably popping up. Friday 
does cool down however so the stress may be short lived. 

 

 
Figure 2. Precipitation for June 2014, Sunshine Course Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago suburb) 

 
Light conditions took a hit for many of us with the heavy cloud conditions experienced this week due to the rainfall. This 
was not much help to juvenile bentgrass plants; however reports of being close to full surface recovery continue to 
trickle in as the situation that affected us from the winter seems to be close to being in the rear mirror (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 3. Measured daily light integrals and possible ideal light integrals for June at Sunshine Course Lemont, IL (A 

Southwest Chicago suburb). 
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Temperatures further down state took a more severe nosedive as the bottom fell out of the month in Peoria. Lows in 
the 50’s and highs in the 60’s while comfortable were not ideal for pushing bentgrass activity and a return to warmer 
temperatures would be appreciated. Soil temperatures at the 4” also took a hit, though it may return to the 70’s again 
pretty quickly (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4. High and low air temperatures and 4” soil temperatures under sod for Peoria, IL June 2014. 

 
The central part of the state did see large volumes of precipitation during the week also and this was presumably part of 
the reason that temperatures also cooled off (Figure 5). Many courses in central Illinois were most likely grateful for the 
precipitation as it is too early to start going into a drought situation yet. Moisture for the last week was more than 
sufficient for covering water lost from plants and so not much in the way of irrigation was used presumably. We have 
done well so far and evaded any buildup of major drought conditions in early to mid June which is not a helpful situation 
to be in (Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 5. Precipitation and water loss in Peoria, IL June 2014. 

 

 
Figure 6. Current drought conditions for the state of Illinois according to the national drought monitor  

The National Drought Mitigation Center | 3310 Holdrege Street | P.O. Box 830988 | Lincoln, NE  
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Disease: 
Dollar spot activity has ramped up with the increased temperatures and both greens and fairway surfaces are seeing 
activity all over the state. It has gotten a little hot for it further south in the state but that has just meant that scouting 
for things like brown patch become more prevalent. Type 1 fairy ring is extremely evident at Sunshine Course and while 
not damaging turf it certainly is somewhat unsightly (Picture 1). 

 
Picture 1. Type 1 Fairy Ring active on golf courses in Chicago this week. 

 

Etiolation of bentgrass has started to show as temperatures have increased (Picture 2). The question is whether or not it 
manifests into any greater problems along the lines of loss of turf cover through ‘melting out’ and followed by the 
dreaded word of bacterial decline. Stressing turf is going to certainly not help so once etiolation dose show itself the aim 
is to reduce stress at all costs. 

 
Picture 2. Etiolated bentgrass plants showing up on golf courses in Chicago recently 

Credit: B Thompson 

E Nangle 



 
The guys further south are most likely still looking at spring dead spot (Picture 3) damage which has not filled in 
completely as of yet.  
 

 
Picture 3. The effect of spring dead spot still noticeable on bermudagrass this week on a Golf Course in North Carolina. 

 
Insects: 

Following the initial outbreak of grubs and sod webworm last week, Japanese beetle adults were reported at the 
Argonne National Laboratory yesterday and so do start to expect to see some skeletonizing of tree leaves as the feeding 
frenzy starts. Temperatures are due to rise however so do continue to scout particularly under the sod layer for 
potential feeders. The rainfall that arrived on Tuesday and Wednesday was an excellent deep wetting but presumably 
there has been an increase in mosquito activity following the heat and some areas of standing water. 

Weeds: 

Crabgrass has begum to emerge even in some low cut areas this week as soil temperatures have warmed up Voids 
created by dead Poa combined with efforts to open up the seed bank may have helped to increase the opportunity to 
crabgrass seed to take its place.  

Ron’s Research Corner: 

Finally the temperatures have started to rise and so has disease pressure. Dollar spot has started to become more 
prevalent with the warmer temperatures and heavy moisture in the ground from the rains. Currently, we have 8 trials 
looking at disease pressure and the majority of them specifically targeting dollar spot. However, with dollar spot starting 
to make an appearance we have another trial that seems to be a struggle for most superintendents. 

 Working with SePRO, we are conducting a moss trial at Rolling Greens GC. Gary Schweber, the golf course 
superintendent has graciously given us space on one of his greens to conduct our research. Moss is a real problem on 
putting greens. Mosses are small plants that can over grow turfgrass in certain conditions. Putting greens can provide 
the optimal conditions for moss to grow with the low mowing heights, poor soil drainage and highly shaded areas.  

E Nangle 6-12-14 



There are multiple chemicals which can be used to control moss. While there are chemicals to control moss, once moss 
is established it becomes more difficult to eradicate. Some of the chemicals we are testing include two herbicides in 
octane and quicksilver. The other two chemicals include two metal based products. Junction is a product made by SePRO 
and contains copper which we are testing as well as another metallic based product containing iron sulfate. The idea is 
that lowering the pH of the soil will create conditions which do not favor the growth of the moss. The trial has started 
with only two applications; it will be interesting to see how the moss looks when the heat of summer comes around and 
which products will provide acceptable control. 

Management strategy: 

In light of the brown colors we have seen on television this week at the national championship, it seems that the USGA is 
starting to really embrace the brown is better mentality and trying to find ways to cut inputs as much as possible on the 
golf course. The problem for many of you is how to try and implement this same strategy with agreement from 
memberships about the changes and what it means from both an agronomic and financial standpoint. Do remember 
that the fairways this week are bermudagrass so the ability to let things dry down without consequence has a little more 
flexibility. Directly removing manicured rough has been probably the biggest change of water use over just allowing turf 
to go brown, and so if you are trying to cut back on water use look at how the irrigation system is designed and if there 
are ways you can cut back on irrigation areas such as the rough. If you really want to test it the moisture meter option is 
now available to have a number to work to while there is also the understanding of what you can and can’t do with your 
golf course which comes with experience. Understanding the impact of the change day to day weather conditions is 
going to be crucial – high humidity low air movement days regardless of heat are not a day for water, but do watch for 
change through the day and don’t get caught out. Once temperatures cool and a breeze picks up – greens will dry 
quickly. Communication to your membership prior to embarking on the change is crucial and indicating what the course 
will play like as well as look like will make a huge difference. If there are doubts, financial implications will always gain a 
favorable ear! Finally if you do decide to go this direction – keep some pigment on hand! 

 

FINALLY!!!! 

University of Wisconsin turfgrass pathologist Dr. Paul Koch sent me the following message recently. If you think you can 
help them out – get in contact! I will be collecting Rust samples for sure this summer. 

‘We are conducting some initial research on take-all patch and necrotic ring spot.  If you spot any areas at your facility 
that you suspect may be take-all or NRS, please submit to the Turfgrass Diagnostic Lab so that we can use it in our 
research.  For instructions on submitting a sample to the TDL, please see the TDL website (www.tdl.wisc.edu).  If you 
mark on the submission form that the sample is for the 'Take-all/NRS Study' we will not charge you for the sample 
submission. 
 
In addition, we are in year 2 of the rust study, which means we still need your rust samples!  Any rust you see on turf at 
your facility, please submit to the TDL.  For instructions on submitting for the rust study, please see the Rust Research 
Information page (http://labs.russell.wisc.edu/tdl/rust-research/)’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://cp.mcafee.com/d/k-Kr3xEi43qb5QTPhOYM-qejtPrb2bX0WVEVdII8LI3DS3rb2bX0V6VJ6WabWrwVAsr-6M8D-2H84tU02rIwhTw09Lmm7jhOqemn-LPbRSm7-LsKDtx7D3hOehuoVqWtAklrCzB_BgY-F6lK1FJ4SOrLOb2rPUV5xcQsCXCM0kQ3-ciFrLgrdH7BqS9wENaBKZ1ISehosdwLWvIr4Ph0jYZoSyOrQyh32xQV
http://cp.mcafee.com/d/avndy0Q938QrhoKC-qenC7PhOrKrpohvo7nd79JBx5Zws-Mrpohvo78TdEThhvjs7czzvMS14_Mlp0zL00jtA2eY01dWOMWqejhOO_R-puKOM_RXBQXI8YUqehObP7bnjIyyHsQsLYG7DR8OJMddFCSjt-hojuv78I9CzATsS03fQxjEJQFVV_69kJTEdVd0_8JQCnzZfSdyu6RzOJr4MkoBiTuwSr78Ie6MnZfSdypEw9-uIrhpdCdHvcFQd5Tzj


This week was a little easier for the most part and we can see that walking over areas just treated with iron will stick to 
your feet and create a mark else – so always read the label to check the re-entry time! Mr. K Sams pushed his lead a 
little and so he again has started to push for another cap and shirt prize at the end of the summer! 

K Sams 5 

D Groelle 4 

B Zeigler 4 

K Peterson 3 

A Palos  3 

J VerCautren 3 

K Strother 2 

A Morris 2 

T Bain 1 

B Bossert 1 

A Unrau 1 

F Sutter 1 

T Schmitz 1 

 

Dr. Lee Millers latest report dated 6-4-14 can be found below. 

 

 
 

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update06_04_14.cfm 
 

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email. 

Ed Nangle PhD 
Director of Turfgrass Programs 

Chicago District Golf Association 
11855 Archer Ave 
Lemont, IL 60439 
P 630.685.2307 
C 630.423.1925 

Twitter @turfresearch / @cdgaresearchmgr 
www.cdgaturf.org 
enangle@cdga.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://cp.mcafee.com/d/5fHCMUSyNt4QsFT78L6XCSm4nS1RPhOrpohvo7fI6Sm4nS1OdPqdQknQT1P8UTYdwhfY5mg8XM04Tp0zL00jq5H6zBRVB_HYOUyqerTWZOWqar7fEIEELYJteOaqJNP_axVZicHs3jqpJATvAn3hOYyyODtUTsS03CT5RrpA-lBiBmUOXQ6YzWRoPFzqO6P-XwHtwlhoWPGFKFy7NbGJPryWJIOpsY5blVmlalrzbLgrdEEL3C3oT8k5aJCy04JNtd40taDXjPh04RAdDVEwbCy1P6chodILCQ7TokVnuSX4B
http://www.cdgaturf.org/
mailto:enangle@cdga.org


This week’s picture comes from Pinehurst and I want to know what the material in the picture is being used for? 

 

 

Finally the one picture this week that blew my mind was the amount of equipment required to produce a course for a 
US Open (see below and note the equipment still arriving in the background!). 

 


